NISTH EVENTS

18th November 2020; 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
NISTH Think Out: Responding to Climate Change. Join us for the second debate in the series, as our experts, Asst Prof Sonny Rosenthal and Nanyang Asst Prof Perrine Hamel, discuss and deliberate on the subject contention: How should we best respond to the problem of a warming planet?

EVENTS WITH NISTH SOCIETAL IMPACT FELLOWS

1st – 10th November 2020
Falling Walls and Berlin Science Week: The World Science Summit, is a global virtual showcase that will highlight breakthrough thinking from around the world. 4 NTU scientists have made it to the final list. Let us support and encourage our fellow colleagues.
Register at: https://falling-walls.com/remote2020/

OTHER EVENTS

11th November 2020; 03:00 PM (SGT)
NUHS WISH 'Women in the Workplace: Creating a More Equitable Future', explores the issues and changes required in individual workplaces and nationally to create a more equitable future for all. The mission of Women in Science and Healthcare (WISH) and Equal Opportunities & Career Development (EOCD) is to create an environment and shape a culture that advances gender equality.
Register: https://nus-sg.zoom.us/webinar/register/4115976800871/WN_W19XEqyhReiFb08EdyRpgw

11th November 2020, 6:00 PM (SGT)
Get Real, AI, is facilitated by the Finnish Center for Artificial Intelligence. The webinar will explore the AI research and innovation ecosystem in Finland, with a wide spectrum of scientific disciplines, business domains, educational and societal initiatives to find keys to the AI revolution. It seeks to promote research cooperation and forge links between scientists, as normal travel, visits and conferences are not possible.
Register at: https://www.studyinfinland.fi/future-is-made-in-finland/webinar-series-programme/episode-v-get-real-ai
12th – 13th November 2020, 4:00 PM - 7:30 PM (SGT),
What is the Future for Healthcare under COVID-19?, organised by The College of Clinician Scientists, Academy of Medicine covers the latest discoveries on COVID-19, which includes local and international collaborators with NCID/MOH on COVID-19 therapeutics and vaccines.
Register at: https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Nb0Qa1_LRgaKP8xCgmkm6Q

Email us at D-NISTH@ntu.edu.sg; Website: www.nisth.ntu.edu.sg